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SUPPLEMENTAL FILES 
Table 1. Data files produced by Quimp2 
Movie S1. Starved wild type Dictyostelium cells expressing red fluorescent myosin II and 
a green fluorescent F-actin label (the actin binding domain of LimE) were subjected to a 
global cAMP stimulation at time point 0. Images were taken at 4 s interval by confocal 
fluorescent microscopy. Images were analyzed with the Quimp2 package to quantify the 
rate of local  extension and retraction. 
  
Supplemental Table 1. Data files produced by Quimp2 
Dat file Content of file 
.dat x- and y coordinates of all nodes for each frame 
.dat_TN x- and y coordinates and tracking numbers of all nodes for each 
frame  
.dat1 tracking parameters 
.dat2 fluorescence values, coordinates and tracking numbers of all nodes 
for each frame; file used by macro 
.dat3 perimeter length, enclosed cell area, mean fluorescent intensities 
averaged per frame; file used by macro 
.dat4 data averaged over time (in use in Quimp1 but not in Quimp2). 
.dat5 Node data; similar to dat2, but includes more, such as area 
loss/gain, belongs to pseudopod (ID number) 
.dat6 data averaged per frame; similar to dat3, but includes gained area, 
lost area, speed of retracting nodes, mean intensity of 
extending/retracting pseudopodia etc 
.dat7 fluorescence values, averaged over 10 section of the cell perimeter 
from rear to front. 
 
